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Abstract: Any foreign language learner may have some difficulties while 
learning a second language. While learning English language as well. This article 
focuses on the problem of first language interference in the process of learning. 
English as a second language. While observing the both process of teaching and 
learning English as a second language, we notice the influence of native language 
interference, which can occur in different situations while the students learning 
English. It is strongly believed that grammatical interference is one of the 
fundamental difficulties faced by the learners of second languages. But there are also 
phonetic, lexical, semantic interference and etc. 
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People begin learning foreign languages from the early stages of their lives. But 
they are born with their native language mother tongue. For improving foreign 
language they should have more conversations, talks, debate and dicussions. But 
during his process they usually come across some lexical, phonetic, morphological 
difficulties. The impact of the primary dialect (L2) is examined by different analysts 
who came to the conclusion that interference is one of the foremost persuasive 
reasons for the blunders that happen in the interpretation. Maier (2008) addresses this 
issue and clarifies that the impact of the source content may lead to issue in 
translating any text. Therefore interference is studied as one of the major problems 
that result when students learn a second language where they tend to mix aspects of 
the second language with aspects of their own language. This happens because the 
sound systems, the meaning of words, structures and styles are different. According 
to Mitchell & Myles (2004, cited in Maier's study 2008) the interference that occurs 
between two languages is mainly linguistic that is affected by speakers or writers' 
knowledge and perception of one language or another. 
Lexical interference emerges as takes after: a local speaker of dialect A, sees 
that a few words of dialect A, routinely coincide with others in dialect B, an thought 
of a few correspondences is shaped in his intellect. Be that as it may, at a certain 
minute, where in dialect B this correspondence is really damaged, the speaker, all 
thing considered, expect it, based on past involvement and components characteristic 
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in his local dialect, and, by the set up similarity, completes it in arrange to fill this 
deficit. When borrowing, there's moreover a semantic adjustment of the borrowed 
word to the etymological framework of the receptor language. It is known that 
borrowed words most regularly alter their Semitic substance (and, as a result, relevant 
compatibility) when moving across etymological boundaries, which is communicated 
within the marvel of “false companions of the translator”. A speaker by relationship 
with the lexical worldview of his local dialect can extend or limit the meaning of the 
initial word, in this manner making mistakes. 
Interlingual interference, in turn, is divided into the following types: 
1) Extroversive (that is, from a native language to a foreign one) - correlates 
have only formal similarity, and do not have similar meanings in terms of content. 
For example, a native speaker of the Uzbek language may, by analogy with his native 
language, mistakenly use the English word detective not only in the meaning of 
‘detective (detective)’, but also in the meaning of a detective ‘novel’, which in fact 
corresponds to the English Roman policier. 
2) Introversive (that is, from a foreign language to a native one) - correlates have 
not only formal, but also substantial similarities. For example, the English word actor 
has a meaning not only ‘actor’, but also ‘participant in a situation or event’, which is 
not characteristic of the Uzbek language. This difference in semantic content can 
provoke an introversion mistake in a native of the Uzbek language, if he translates the 
phrase "the actors of these great debates" as "the actors of these great debates" instead 
of the correct "participants in these great debates" [5]. The mechanism of lexical 
interference, considered in the context of lexical mixing, is realized in practice in the 
form of one of the following three phenomena:  
• paronymy: erroneous mixing of similar words in the same language;  
• diaparonymy: erroneous mixing of similar words in two or more languages 
("false friends of the translator"); 
• paronymic attraction: deliberate replacement of similar words with each other 
in order to achieve a special stylistic effect [4] 
Thus, the recognized sorts of contribute to the understanding of phonetic forms 
driving to an infringement of etymological standards. That's why, within the course 
of learning an outside dialect, it is fundamental to pay uncommon consideration to 
the sign of obstructions between the local dialect and the outside one and to hone the 
utilize of certain words or expressions in hone in arrange in order to avoid lexical, 
grammatical, phonetic errors. 
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